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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for the introduction (look around room) and I must say it’s nice to be home – well, that’s what this feels like seeing so many familiar faces around the room…My talk today covers the last 13 years of NATO AVT collaborative effort in the subject of gas turbine instrumentation, most of which I have either been directly involved in.



Scope
• History of Gas Turbine Instrumentation development under 

AVT
• Intent of each activity and takeaways
• Government, Industrial and Academic participation –

widening the community
• Challenges
• Opportunities
• What next …?
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Gas Turbine Instrumentation History under 
NATO AVT
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AVT-126 –
“Improving Engine 
Reliability”

AVT-128 – “More 
Intelligent Gas 
Turbine Engines”

“Gas Turbine 
Engine Test Cell 
Instrumentation”

“Test Cell and 
Controls 
Instrumentation 
and EHM 
Technologies for 
Military Air, Land 
and Sea Turbine 
Engines” (…and 
breathe…!)

“Transitioning Gas 
Turbine 
Instrumentation 
from Test Cells to 
On-Vehicle 
Applications”

2005 - 2010 2010 - 2014 2013 - 2015 2016 - 2018

AVT-126   AVT-128
(Technical Reports)

AVT-180
(Technical Report)

AVT-229
(Symposium)

ET-163   AVT-306
(Specialist Mtg)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, let’s start with the pedigree of Gas Turbine Instrumentation under NATO AVT…A almost conjoint activity was progressed through AVTs-126 and 128, addressing the in-service use of gas turbine engines and the development of sensor architecture took place in the period 2005-2010 – and I’ll come onto the challenges and findings later.The next activity, AVT-180, brought forward the summary of the previous two in that the best way to develop instrumentation in the current community, for those that were prepared to talk about it, was in the test cell.AVT-180 contained so much good information and knowledge that it was decided to communicate it through AVT-229 (say title and thank Radek?!) in the form of a symposium that was extremely well attended…Which brings us to the present event and the determination to zero in on those technologies that can and should be transitioned onto the platform.



Continued involvement

• “the predictable, and often unwanted, return of a 
disreputable or prodigal person after some absence, or (more 
generally) to the continual recurrence of someone or 
something.”*

* English Oxford Dictionary
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
However, I was not involved in everything to do with this subject under NATO AVT…Some of you may recognise this picture – it is, in fact, a bad penny… something attributed to be when I stepped away from the NATO AVT scene for a while due to Royal Air Force direction. But in the immortal words of Arnold Schwarzenegger – I came back! And I’ll leave you, my colleagues to decide which definition best fits my return…



Gas Turbine Instrumentation History under 
NATO AVT
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AVT-126 –
“Improving Engine 
Reliability”

AVT-128 – “More 
Intelligent Gas 
Turbine Engines”

“Gas Turbine 
Engine Test Cell 
Instrumentation”

“Test Cell and 
Controls 
Instrumentation 
and EHM 
Technologies for 
Military Air, Land 
and Sea Turbine 
Engines” (…and 
breathe…!)

“Transitioning Gas 
Turbine 
Instrumentation 
from Test Cells to 
On-Vehicle 
Applications”

2005 - 2010 2010 - 2014 2013 - 2015 2016 - 2018
AVT-126   AVT-128
(Technical Reports)

AVT-180
(Technical Report)

AVT-229
(Symposium)

ET-163   AVT-306
(Specialist Mtg)

2005 - 2010 2010 - 2014 2013 - 2015 2016 - 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Being a fair-minded individual I upset/assisted in these activities over the period… and here we are today



Gas Turbine Instrumentation History under 
NATO AVT
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AVT-126   AVT-128
(Technical Reports)

AVT-180
(Technical Report)

AVT-229
(Symposium)

ET-163   AVT-306
(Specialist Mtg)

• Identified sensor 
and actuator needs

• Education of future 
engineers

• Identified need for 
robust Test Cells
required to validate 
sensors

• Reliability analysis 
best placed in Test 
Cell

• Best practice & SoA
processes & 
procedures with 
NATO Partners

• Inform OEMs of 
engine usage

• Activity strongly 
linked with industry 
best practice

• Results exploited 
by NATO nations 
plus internationally 
(TTCP/US/UK PAs)

• Cross-fertilization 
of data analysis 
methodologies and 
sensors available 
across NATO

• Aligned sensor 
development 
overview jointly 
with PIWG/EVI-GTI 
Lab Gap Matrix

• Communicating 
Best Practice 
through Industry & 
NATO

• Advertising cutting 
edge sensors for 
accurate data 
collection

• Encourage further 
workshops to 
develop routes for 
transition of sensor 
technologies e.g. 
EHM

• Identifying near 
term sensors for 
transition

• Maturing and 
ruggedizing 
sensors for on-
platform 
applications

• Build a team of 
NATO partners* 
intent on advancing 
near-term sensors 
onto platforms

2005 - 2010 2010 - 2014 2013 - 2015 2016 - 2018

*plus AUS, FIN, SWE, UKR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The period 2005 to 2010 saw the agreement on sensor and actuator needs and the requirement for test cells to validate design assumptions. Through the life of an engine the test cell should be utilised to carry out reliability analysis, based on real in-service data and any best practice and state of the art processes and procedures should be shared with NATO partners. The involvement of industry i.e.OEMs in the collaborative effort would provide knowledge of what was really happening with the engine in service.AVT-180 was an immensely packed tome of knowledge that I commend to all of you, whether post-graduate or practising gas turbine engineer. It showed how best practice could be shared not just within NATO but in wider international forums such as The Technical Cooperation Panel and the US/UK Project Arrangements. In addition, the close interaction between the Propulsion Instrumentation Working Group in the US and Europe’s European Virtual Institute FOR Gas Turbine Instrumentation resulted in the production of the ‘Lab Gap Matrix’ – but more of that later.Leading into the AVT-229 Symposium and the 24 presented papers at the event in 2015, the promulgating of best practice and cutting edge sensors advertised to the wider gas turbine community what was possible if we all get our heads together and keep the dialogue going for a common aim.And here we are in this lovely city that I last visited in 2007, with familiar and new faces in the room, with like minds and serious intent to improve gas turbine engine safety, reliability and through-life cost via ruggedized and fit-for-purpose sensors and systems.



PIWG & EVI-GTI
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http://piwg.org/matrix.html

EVI-GTI is a membership organisation for the Gas Turbine 
Instrumentation Community. Created in response to a need for a 
focal point and greater coherence in the sector.

EVI-GTI, now part of IET, meets during the Gas Turbine 
Instrumentation (GTI) conferences to include:

- Manufacturers of gas turbine engines and turbo systems 
- Instrumentation supply chain companies
- Research institutes and universities
- Users of industrial gas turbines

• 2012 – Florence, 
Italy

• 2014 – New Jersey, 
USA

• 2016 – Berlin, 
Germany

• 2018 – Jupiter, 
Florida USA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I mentioned PIWG and EVI-GTI before, and here is a bit more information for the uninitiated. Originally working in silos, it was I think in 2007 that Bill Stange, then working for the US Air Force Research Laboratory Turbine Engine Division, invited a young Squadron Leader over to Portland, Maine, for a PIWG meeting – my first foray into gas turbine instrumentation. Shortly after I engaged with Francois Brouckaert and the team at EVI-GTI and the seed was sown for these two organisations to work on their common goal of improving onboard gas turbine sensors in the most harsh of instrumentation environments.There then followed several joint meetings, the latest in Jupiter Florida. And even though the EVI-GTI is now part of the Institution of Engineering and Technology in the UK the Gas Turbine Instrumentation (GTI) conferences allow both organisations to continue their excellent work – including the continued update of the Lab Gap Matrix (see link).



The Lab Gap Matrix
• Measured quantities on one axis mapped against engine 

location / working environment on the other axis
• Measurement types structured
 Each area highlighted green, yellow or red depending on level of 

maturity or availability
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, I commend this piece of work to anyone that wants to see a no-holds-barred view of the maturity of gas turbine engine sensors throughout the engine. As you would expect, keeping it up to date is an onerous task but one in which the community gains value.Here is an example of what the Lab Gap Matrix looks like…



The Lab Gap Matrix
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example is on rotating structures and the maturity of sensors throughout the engine. Go to the site and look for yourselves.
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Taken from AVT-RTG-180 Ch 2.4.2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example of collaborative work spinning from the production of the Lab Gap Matrix is this graphic, produced as part of the AVT-180 work, that shows the Technology Readiness Levels of the sensors under discussion.



Collaboration
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what about this tenuous thing called ‘Collaboration’ then?



What collaboration can also do…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We mentioned the Lab Gap Matrix, sure, but during one of the joint PIWG/EVI-GTI workshops I managed in Berlin we managed to produce this GOTCHA chart for the prelude to AVT-306 – with industry, academia and government in the room. In fact, looking around I see a few people in the room who participated in this activity in 2016…What I took away from this activity was the excitement of so many people in the room that wanted to get on the same page – if we can do this just for EHM, imagine what we can do for the rest of the systems…?



The Challenges
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Vs.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, I know that I am preaching to the converted in the main, but the gas turbine engine sensors have to cope with extremes of temperature and pressure…



The Challenges
• AVT-126: Common metrics and definitions; real world 

engine operation outside original design specification; access 
to in-service data; getting beyond ‘Valley of Death’ (TRL5)

• AVT-128: The size of the task for “intelligent engines” = 
‘onboard’ systems; positioning of monitoring systems plus 
weight issues; high temperature electronics requirement

• AVT-180: Development of sensors in harsh engine 
environment (HPC→Combustor →Turbine →Exhaust); 
accurate & quantifiable data validated in the Test Cell

• AVT-229: Accuracy & format of data gathered & 
transferred; lack of coherent test protocols (24 papers)

• AVT-306: Transition from development to production; 
widening the instrumentation collaborative community
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenges for the activities I have mentioned are listed here – and without insulting your intelligence I won’t read them out to you. However, note there are common themes here:Access to in-service data, in a standardised format, sensor development beyond TRL 5 that some of us call ‘The Valley of Death’…i.e. being able to mount the sensor or system onto a representative engine and get the technology away from the lab. And sharing the knowledge is key – no-one person or organisation can combat this task in a silo.



The Opportunities
• Gas Turbine Instrumentation relationship established, so…
 Identify and agree components and sensors that can be 

ruggedized for ‘quick wins’ on legacy and future gas turbine 
engines

 Agree to share real-world data in common format to validate 
design assumptions and inform off-design effects

 Continue to engage with the wider instrumentation community, 
especially industry, to promote clear communication and 
understanding to resolve common problems, or…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But there are opportunities for our ever-growing community…And let’s not stay in our little swim lanes because sometimes the only way your are going to get things done …
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is to meet face-to-face … and maybe partake in a little alternative technical tour or two …



What next…?
• Further Collaboration
 Joint PIWG/EVI-GTI meetings and workshops

• Further work in NATO STO
 AVT-ET-XXX – “Technologies for Distributed Engine Controls”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to wrap up – PIWG/EVI-GTI collaboration has to continue, and it needs new and interested willing members to grow the already considerable knowledge it possesses. Every day is a school day after all right?



QUESTIONS…
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Albert Einstein

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And when all else seems to be getting you nowhere remember this … from a little known poor German student…Thank you!
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